BLUE BEETLE bugs the SQUIDS!

WHO is the QUESTION?
THE GATHERING DARKNESS OF LATE EVENING FALLS UPON THE HUB CITY WATERFRONT AS...

WE SHOULD ALMOST BE THERE

THE BOYS KNOW THE SIGNAL. I'LL SCOUT AHEAD TO MAKE SURE NO ONE'S AROUND!

ALL CLEAR! MUSCLE IT UP BUT KEEP QUIET! GET YOUR AQUALUNGS OFF AND START CLIMBING!

CAREFUL; IT'S A LONG DROP! REMEMBER KEEPING YOUR FIST TIGHT MAKES THE SUCTION CLIPS HOLD FAST!

THE WEIRD BAND MAKES ITS WAY SILENTLY UP THE SHEER WALL OF THE FASHIONABLE WATERFRONT APARTMENT BUILDING...

HAI, D'OMON BOYS... LET'S THROW A PARTY OF OUR OWN!

EEEK! IT'S THAT HORRID SQUIRREL GAN!

ALL RIGHT, FOLKS, IT'S SHOW TIME! START PEELING OFF THE JEWELRY AND EMPTYING YOUR WALLETS!

OH, NO! IT'S THE BLUE BEETLE!

SO DON'T COMPLAIN, BUDDY... NOBODY INVITED YOU EITHER!
Live it up while you can, Squids...Prison life is soooo dull!

Got my suction on him!

Greetings...from one party-crasher to another!

Hey! Cut that out! The view was all right from where I was!

Thumps for the assist, but...

Umm...hurry...hail him! I...I can't hold him up forever!

I insist on handling your gang on my own!

I got...unh...

You both got...one apiece!

I get him!...Before he gets to his feet!
I hope the police don't arrive too soon... This is getting real exciting!

You butted in for the last time, Blue Beetle!

...by tryin' to hold onto him... whoomp!

Here come the police!

C'mon, boys... let's get outta here!

Come back, Blue Beetle... stop!

Gotta bring the bus down fast... fore I splatter the sidewalk!

I guess it's too late to worry about what'll happen if I miss the hand-hold!

Not bad... considering that I don't practice this stunt too often!

Steady, old boy! Stick around, Squids! I'll be right down!
Never Look SHORT Again!

Now You Can Be TALLER Instantly!

By at least 2 full inches with amazing new invisible "LIFTEE" HEIGHT INCREASE PADS

Are you handicapped in your social contacts because of a short appearance...tired of being called shorty? Now, at last, you need not suffer this embarrassment any longer with the aid of "LIFTEE", the new amazing HEIGHT INCREASE PADS. Simply slip these invisible pads in any pair of shoes. Now step into them and add 2 inches in height. THE SAME HEIGHT INCREASE AS EXPENSIVE HEIGHT INCREASING SHOES. No one will suspect that you are wearing them — but what an impressive difference they make! These LIGHTWEIGHT FOAM RUBBER AND CUSHION CORK PADS fit securely without gluing and interchangeable in any shoes. "LIFTEE" is scientifically designed for real walking comfort and an aid to better posture. Worn by thousands of smart men and women in all walks of life. Durable and shock absorbing.
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You shall be admired more by women who always like their men to be taller than themselves. Don't be left out of social life and dates because of short height. The taller man is always more popular, looks better in clothes and is in great demand at parties and dances. Being taller will give you more self-confidence and poise — a key to success and romance. Being taller will produce and cause more admiration and you shall be respected more in every walk of life by both women and men.

EARN MORE MONEY — BEING TALLER HELPS YOU FIND AND QUALITY FOR THE BEST JOBS

It is well known that making a taller appearance helps you find the best jobs and earn more money in spare time or full time. With your new height comes a gain in self-confidence and prestige that is literally priceless when you are seeking a better position. Being taller will help motivate your success. You may assume greater leadership, seek out lucrative opportunities and help put yourself on easy street for the rest of your life.

WHY SPEND MORE ON COSTLY CUSTOM MADE OR BUILT UP SHOES?

That's why thousands of men in all walks of life are using "Liftee" Height Pads, which are interchangeable in all shoes without gluing, to secretly build up their height. The cost is only a fraction of what you pay a manufacturer who charges up to $50 or more per pair of built up shoes; even though you accomplish the same HEIGHT INCREASE results. The price of $1.98 to be 2 inches taller and the added poise and confidence that comes from wearing "Liftee" Height Pads is certainly a low price for you to pay for increasing your height.

SEND NO MONEY! Free 10 Day Trial!
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THE GREATEST SUBSCRIPTION OFFER EVER MADE!!

NOW AND FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY YOU CAN GET A ONE YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION TO 4 CHARLTON ACTION-HEROES

JUDO MASTER

24 BIG, ACTION-PACKED ISSUES... 2 COMICS MAILED EACH MONTH, FOR 1 FULL YEAR!

$2.88 VALUE only $2.00

6 issues each of:
Captain Atom
Judomaster
Thunderbolt
Peacemaker

CHARLTON ACTION-HEROES OFFER
SUBSCRIPTION DEPT. AM-2
CHARLTON BLDG.
DERBY, CONN. 06418

YES! ENTER MY 1 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO ALL 4 CHARLTON ACTION-HERO TITLES! I ENCLOSE $2.00
MONEY ORDER □ CHECK □ CASH □

NAME:-----------------AGE:
ADDRESS:----------------
CITY:-----------------STATE:-----ZIP:-----
HANG ON! A BULLET MIGHT MISS, BUT THIS GUN... NEVER!

ALL RIGHT, SQUIDS, YOU WANT TO CALL IT QUiTS OR DO I HAVE TO KNOCK A FEW OF YOU OFF THE WALL?

YOU'LL HAVE TO FIND US FIRST!

COUGH COUGH FOG GUN... ALMOST... COUGH LET GO...

...CAN'T SEE... BETTER STOP THE BUG AND PULL MYSELF UP BEFORE WE CRASH INTO THE BUILDING!

THAT BIT BOUGHT THEN ENOUGH TIME. THE SQUIDS ARE TAKING TO THE WATER. OKAY, BUG, DOWN WE GO...

...THERE ARE SO MANY PLACES IN THIS SECTION OF THE RIVER FOR THEM TO DUCK INTO! I'LL KEEP SEARCHING FOR A WHILE...

NOTHING! IF I COULD JUST FIND ONE HE'D LEAD ME TO THEIR HIDE-OUT, BUT...

...HOPE THE BUG'S ANTENNA CAN PICK THEM UP... BEFORE THEY SCATTER!
IF... IF I COULD ONLY TELL TRACIE EVERYTHING! BUT IT WOULDN'T BE FAIR TO INVOLVE HER IN THE SECRET OF PAGO ISLAND... SHE'D HAVE TO KNOW EVERYTHING... NOT ONLY ABOUT DAN GARRET BUT ALSO ABOUT ME BEING THE BLUE BEETLE.

I'M FINE! BE RIGHT BACK. I CAN'T BEAR TO SEE HIM TORTURING HIMSELF THIS WAY. BUT... HOW CAN I HELP HIM?

TED, ARE YOU ALL RIGHT?

I... I HAD TO GET AWAY FROM TRACIE... BEFORE OUR EMOTIONS MADE ONE OF US SAY SOMETHING WE'D REGRET LATER.

THE PAG BEETLES IS ONE SECRET OF PAGO ISLAND... THE OTHER SECRET IS SO DANGEROUS, IT... IT THREATENS THE WORLD!

... SO I'LL JUST KEEP ON AS I HAVE BEEN! I ENJOY BEING THE BLUE BEETLE AND I'M GOING TO MAKE THE MOST OF IT... FOR AS LONG AS I CAN.

I DON'T KNOW HOW TO HANDLE IT... BUT I'M SURE THAT REVEALING THIS SECRET NOW WOULD ACCOMPLISH NOTHING... AND COULD DO UNTOLD DAMAGE!
SOON AFTER, AT A WOMAN'S CLUB LUNCHEON...

I HAVE WONDERFUL NEWS, LADIES! TODD VAN III HAS GRACIOUSLY OFFERED THE USE OF HIS YACHT FOR A COSTUME BALL FOR THE PURPOSE OF RAISING FUNDS FOR OUR FAVORITE CHARITY.

WONDERFUL! TODD VAN KNOWS THE RICHEST PEOPLE!

I WOULDN'T MISS IT! A GOOD TIME FOR A GOOD CAUSE!

THAT TODD! HE REALLY KNOWS HOW TO LIVE IT UP!

WE CAN'T MISS, BOSS!

WELL, SQUIDS, IS THAT CHARITY JOB MÂDE TO ORDER FOR US OR NOT?

THE NIGHT OF THE CHARITY COSTUME BALL ARRIVES, AND...

LET'S GET ABOARD!

WE DON'T WANT TO LEAVE ANY MONEY BEHIND, DO WE? HA, HA, HA!

WE'RE ABOUT TO SHOVE OFF!

TODD, YOU'RE A GODSEND! YOU'LL COLLECT MORE FOR US TONIGHT THAN WE COULD IN A YEAR!

I LIKE TO DO WHAT I CAN... FOR THE NEEDY!

YOU'RE SO MERCIFUL, TODD!

YES... YOU COULD SAY THAT! NOW, IF YOU'LL EXCUSE ME...

I HAVE TO RAISE SOME MONEY FOR MY FAVORITE CHARITY... ME! AND TO THINK THAT...

...MY FATHER SAID I COULD NEVER MAKE A DIME ON MY OWN! AND HERE I AM, HEAD OF THE SQUIDS... MY OWN LITTLE BUSINESS... WITH SMALL RISKS AND NO TAXES!

WHO WOULD SUSPECT TODD VAN III, OF LEADING A BAND OF ROBBERS.

NO ONE KNOWS I'VE BLOWN THE FORTUNE MY FATHER LEFT ME. THEY THINK I'M LOADED!
A FEW MORE JOBS LIKE THIS ONE TONIGHT AND I'LL BE RICHER THAN MY FATHER EVER WAS... WITHOUT HAVING TO WORK!

NOTHING CAN STOP ME NOW! NOTHING!

I'M POSITIVE THE SQUIDS WILL TAKE A SHOT AT THE CHARITY TAKE ON TODD'S YACHT!

LOOKS SAFE TO SURFACE!

I WAS JUST LUCKY SPOTTING THEM THE LAST TIME...

...BUT THIS JOB IS LIKE A RIPE PLUM BEGGING TO BE PICKED! IT'S A NATURAL FOR THEM! IT'S JUST A MATTER OF WHEN!

THIS TIME I'LL BE READY FOR THEM.

I'D BETTER LAY BACK OUT OF SIGHT! IF THE SQUIDS ARE GOING TO ATTEMPT THIS JOB, THEY COULD HAVE SPOTTERS LOOKING FOR POSSIBLE TROUBLE!

I'LL LOCK ONE ANTENNA ON THE YACHT AND THE OTHER PROBING FOR SIGNS OF THE SQUIDS UNDERWATER!

CONTINUED AFTER THE NEXT PAGE
Buy Below Wholesale

Jeweled CALENDAR WATCH $2.49
Swiss movement, time and date, metal expansion band

WALKIE TALKIE $4.95
Transmits, receives, fits shirt pocket, aerial extends for longer distance

8mm ELECTRIC MOVIE CAMERA $4.40
Screw winding, spring loading, metal trip, houses batteries

FIELD GLASSES $2.40
7 x 35 O.F. Clear and powerful. Beautifully balanced, lightweight, protects the eyes. Covers, center focusing

DISCOVER THE SECRETS OF IMPORT!
BIG MONEY BUSINESS. You can start in your spare time

Whatever you now do for a living, whether you have your own business or work for someone else, importing offers you profits beyond your wildest dreams. You need no previous experience or capital investment. You don't even have to pay for merchandise in advance. Profits are all yours because you deal direct with overseas suppliers. Our secrets of Import profits reveal everything you need to know. Rush coupon for FREE BOOK, showing how others have followed this plan to succeed.

RUSH COUPON FOR FREE BOOK

MELLINGER CO., DEPT. A281
1514 S. SEDUEDA BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025

Send free book showing how I can start a business of my own, make big profits and how I can get thousands of bargains like these direct from overseas suppliers.

Name
Address
City State Zip

POLARIS NUCLEAR SUB
Over 7 feet long, big enough for 2 kids
Fires rockets and torpedoes
Only $6.98

FEATURES
Over 7 feet long
Seats 2 kids
Controls that work
Rockets that fire
Real periscope
Firing torpedoes
Electrically lit instrument panel

FEATURES
Over 7 feet long
Seats 2 kids
Controls that work
Rockets that fire
Real periscope
Firing torpedoes
Electrically lit instrument panel

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Order today and we will send your POLARIS NUCLEAR SUB to you. Use it for 10 full days. If you don't think it is the greatest ever—the best you ever had—just send it back for full purchase price refund.

10 DAY FREE TRIAL

HONOR HOUSE PROD. CO., DEPT. 21 PS 02
LYMEBROOK, NEW YORK

Rush me my POLARIS NUCLEAR SUB. I can use it for 10 days and if I am not delighted return it for full purchase price refund. I send it C.O.D. I enclose $6.98 plus 75c to help cover shipping charges.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

N.Y. State residents please add 14¢ sales tax.
MEANWHILE, ON THE YACHT...

LET'S GET OUR COLLECTION BUSINESS OUT OF THE WAY SO THAT WE CAN GET DOWN TO THE BUSINESS OF HAVING A BLAST! DIG DEEP OR I'LL MAKE YOU WALK BACK TO SHORE!

NOW, TAKE MY PLACE, PETE! YOU KNOW WHAT TO DO, MAKE IT LOOK GOOD!

DON'T WORRY, BOSS.

WE'RE SET BOSS!

RELAX! THE LADIES ARE STILL COLLECTING THE MONEY!

WE REALLY DON'T NEED THE AQUALUNGS BUT WE HAVE TO MAKE IT LOOK LIKE THE SQUIDS CAME FROM SHORE.

IF I DADO IT, THE BOYS WOULD CUT ME OUT! THEY'D TAKE THE MONEY AND HEAD FOR SHORE!

THERE'S THE SIGNAL! THE COLLECTION IS ALMOST OVER, GET GOING!

NOW IT'S TIME FOR US TO CLAIM OUR UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS!

DON'T MAKE A Fuss AND NO ONE WILL BE HURT! HAND OVER THE MONEY, YOU'RE SURROUNDED!

NO! YOU CAN'T HAVE IT!

WHERE I MAKE ME... I MEAN, TODD VAN III, A HERO!

I'LL KILL YOU IF I HAVE TO!

GO AHEAD! I STILL WON'T...

NO, TODD! GIVE IT TO THEM... PLEASE!
THE NEXT TIME YOU DARE DEFY THE SQUIDS, TODD VAN III, YOU DIE!

ODD? I PICKED UP THE SOUNDS OF THE ROBBERY CLEAR ENOUGH ... BUT NO CONTACT OF THE SQUIDS SWIMMING TO THE YACHT!

NO TIME FOR THAT NOW! I'VE GOT TO LATCH ON TO THEM AS THEY GET AWAY!

I WORKED BEAUTIFULLY! THE MASK MUFFLED YOUR VOICE ENOUGH TO FOOLED THEM. NOW GET BELOW... I'LL TAKE OVER AGAIN!

I CONTACTED THE POLICE ON OUR SHIP-TO-SHORE. THEY'RE ON THEIR WAY! I... I SHOULDN'T HAVE LET THEM TAKE THE MONEY! I'M SORRY...

NO, TODD! THEY WOULD HAVE KILLED YOU!

WHAT THE...? NO CONTACT WITH THE SQUIDS AT ALL! YOU'VE GOT A REAL PUZZLER, B.B.!

WE DID IT, BOYS! A PERFECT JOB AND WE'RE IN THE CLEAR!

IT DOESN'T SEEM POSSIBLE THAT THE SQUIDS ARE STILL ON BOARD THE YACHT... STILL I'LL BETTER MAKE SURE!

WHY IS IT YOU PEOPLE NEVER ASK FOR PROTECTION UNTIL IT IS TOO LATE? YOU DARNED ABOUT THE SQUIDS' OPERATIONS LATELY!

YES... BUT I NEVER DREADED IT COULD HAPPEN TO ME! I SHOULD HAVE CONSIDERED THE POSSIBILITY...

THE POLICE CHECKED EVERYONE WHO LEFT THE YACHT--SO WHERE ARE THE SQUIDS?
I'D BETTER SUBMERGE THE BUG. I DON'T WANT IT TO BE SPOTTED!

HEY! THE BLUE BEETLE IS ABOARD!
A SQUID! AHA! I WAS RIGHT!

HELP! IT'S THE BLUE BEETLE...HELP!
ALL RIGHT, ALREADY! THEY HEARD YOU!

LOOKS LIKE THE WHOLE CREW IS IN ON IT...

...AND IT DOESN'T TAKE A GENIUS TO FIGURE OUT WHO BIG SQUID, THE FIRST, IS!

GOT HIM!

WELL, WELL! LOOK WHO'S ON MY BACK!

SINCE YOU WON'T BACK OFF, I'LL JUST BACK UP! DON'T BE AFRAID TO TALK BACK... HOW'S YOUR BACK?

RUSH HIM!

NOW, DON'T WORRY, SQUID!

ONE OF YOUR PALS WILL CATCH YOU... YOU HOPE!
I'LL CRUSH THAT BES... UNGH!

OH, HE'S GOT ME... ISN'T THAT RIGHT, FELLAS?

WHERE ARE YOU HIDING, BIG SQUID, THE FIRST?

SHOOT HIM, DUMMIES!

HEY! NOW WHAT MADE THEM MAD AT ME?

CAN'T ARGUE WITH BULLETS! THEY'RE TOO SPREAD OUT FOR MY GUN... SO...

QUICK, HE'S A SITTING DUCK, NOW... HEY! YOU SURRENDERING?

NOPE! JUST CALLING A FRIEND!

GO ON, BUG... INTRODUCE YOURSELF!

IT... IT'S DROPPING! LOOK OUT!

WATCH OUT FOR THOSE LIMBS!

SCATTER! IT'LL CRUSH US!
There's an easier way to round up this ship of rats...

...And I can do it sitting down!

Full speed ahead, but watch out for the Blue Beetle!

The Blue Beetle had it, Boss! He's only one guy!

Yeah... but keep watching!

I still don't see anything!

He must be miles away by now. He knows when he is beat!

What's that... look out!

I'll give them time to wonder... and sweat!

Reverse engines! The Fonz is trying to ram us!

Anyh there! I have the right of way!
I've called the police. They're on their way!

What do we do now?

Where's Todd?

It... it's holding us! We can't move!

Nice going, bug! We've got her under control!

Hey! Boss... Dynamite! You double-crossin'!

Blasted luck! After the yacht blew up, I was going to claim the squid gang took it over! There'd have been no survivors to save otherwise!

Todd's going to blow us up! Everyone overboard... hurry!

He's not kidding!

Got a contact on a lone swimmer close to shore. That could only be one person... your friend and mine... Big Squid the first!

... got away with the loot... but that blasted Blue Beetle's made me a hunted man!
YOU HAVE TO GO BACK AND LEAD YOUR SQUADS TO PRISON.

GUESS AGAIN, BLUE BEETLE! YOU'RE NOT TAKING ME BACK...

THIS STUFF COULDN'T SLOW ME DOWN NOW EVEN IF I WANTED IT TO!

OH, NO! YOU AGAIN!

...YOU'RE NOT EVEN GOING TO FIND ME!

YOU STILL HERE, BABY? I THOUGHT YOU WANTED TO GET AWAY!

I THINK I UNDERSTAND YOUR STRATEGY... CORRECT ME IF I'M WRONG! YOU REALLY WANT TO GO TO PRISON...

I'VE HAD ENOUGH OF YOU. I'M GOING TO SNATCH YOU ONCE AND FOR ALL!
...but you don't want your cell mates to think you gave up too easily!

You're bugs! No one is sending me to prison... especially you!

I'll bet you even convinced yourself that you'd never be found out!

Mind if I use your arm? Thanks!

I'm sorry, old boy, but I can't lie for you by telling everyone that you put up a great fight! You ready to go now?

Never! You'll have to drag me!

See how you're helping me, Squid? Admit it!

Take that! Now you'll get what's coming to you!

Good show, but...

...I can feel that you're really getting anxious to get into prison duds and try the prison chow! Why else would you choose to become a Squid?
BOYS Here’s a Swell Way to
Make $1 to $5 WEEKLY
in your spare time
and WIN DANDY PRIZES Too!

Over 30,000
Boys — 12 or
older

Sell GRIT
“America’s
Greatest
Family
Newspaper”

Besides getting lots of spending
money and winning prizes, selling
GRIT gives boys valuable business
training which will help them become
successful men. Many of today’s
leaders sold GRIT during their boy-
hood.

GRIT will help you get started in
a profitable business of your own.
We will send you papers. We pay
ONLY for those you sell until you know how many to order.
You will also receive easy-to-understand selling helps. You’ll
find selling GRIT easy and fun.

Hurry!
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GRIT PUBLISHING CO., Williamsport, Pa.
Start me in as a GRIT salesman CC4-7
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ORDER BY MAIL SPECIALS

50 BIKE DECALS. A terrific
assortment of big, colorful de-
cals to dress up your bike,
reels, luggage, etc. All differ-
ent — every one a real beauty.
Special bargain offer — worth
over $1.98. Easy to apply.
Order No. 0059 $0.99

250 MAGIC TRICKS. Shows
you how to amaze and mystify your
friends! These magic tricks are
amazing — inexpensive — while
likely to fascinate. Every trick fully
explicated! You can easily do
many tricks. Hosting line to buy.
Order No. MT250 50¢

300 CRAZY SIGNS. Printed on
gummed labels to decorate
your disks, etc. These signs will
attract attention and make your
friends say: "What is that?"
Order No. BL390 $0.99

500 ASSORTED PENNANTS—
Includes all the top BASEBALL,
FOOTBALL teams and
of the popular COLLEGES.
Order No. GS500 $0.99

500 ASSORTED PENNANTS
Order No. GR350 $1.00

COMIC FELT PATCHES. Get
your hands on these brilliant, full
color comic designs printed on
time quality felt that you can
patch on your T-shirt, jacket, hat,
swim cap, etc. A real bargain.
Order No. FP11 $1.00

500 KRAZY STAMPS. Send
letters with a laugh! These are
real wild! You get over 500 as-
sorted funny stamps on gummed
label strips that stick on
evelopes, book covers, pack-
ages, etc. A real bargain.
Order No. ST500 $0.99

1001 THINGS THAT YOU CAN
GET FREE

This List Tells You Where To
Send For Free Samples, Books,
Foreign Stamps & Coins, Etc.

400 CRAZY LABELS. They’re
wild! You get over 400 assorted
turquoise & funny cutout
labels on gummed label "stick-
ers." They’re strictly nutty. Fine
tie, for dressing up your letters,
school book covers, etc.
Order No. KL400 $1.00

DOLLAR BARGAINS - P.O. BOX 1225-CH - NEWARK 1, NEW JERSEY
...SO, I'LL DO YOU JUST ONE MORE FAVOR... I'LL CUT THIS SHORT AND SEND YOU ON YOUR WAY!

GOOD! THE POLICE HAVE PICKED UP THE REST OF THE GANG!

HE'S ALL YOURS, BOYS. WAKE HIM UP GENTLY. I IMAGINE HE'S STILL DREAMING OF HOW CLEVER HE IS... OR WAS!

DON'T THEY ALL? THANKS BLUE BEETLE!

SO MUCH FOR THE SQUIDS! WONDER WHAT... OR WHO... I'LL BE AGAINST IN MY NEXT ADVENTURE?

The following are excerpts from letters addressed to the Captain’s Column after our revised and revitalized all-new BLUE BEETLE first appeared as a companion feature in CAPTAIN ATOM.

“...Blue Beetle is also great, I can hardly wait to see what connection he had with Dan Garret. I suggest you give him his own mag.”

“As for the Blue Beetle, I couldn’t think of a better costume in a zillion years!”

“Steve Ditko’s art (as I know from Marvel Comic’s Spiderman) is just great! And the new Blue Beetle is spectacular!”

“The new Blue Beetle is GREAT! I love everything about him and I love Steve Ditko’s artwork the most!”

“The new Blue Beetle is a great character with a beautiful costume. Congratulations to Steve Ditko and Gary Friedrich, this team should have been on the original Blue Beetle.”

“In issue 83 of CAPTAIN ATOM, the Blue Beetle was fantastic. Steve Ditko’s art could have surpassed Jack Kirby’s art on the FANTASTIC FOUR.”

“I think the new Blue Beetle is tuff, cool, fab, gear!”

“I want to learn more about Blue Beetle’s amazing transformation! “CAPTAIN ATOM #83 was boss. Especially the new Blue Beetle, he’s terrific. Will you please give him his own mag and keep Ditko drawing him.”

“The new Blue Beetle is great, even better than Captain Atom.” It was primarily because of these comments and many, many more like them that we decided to have a go at it and give the Blue Beetle his own mag.

We are excited and hopeful about the Blue Beetle. Excited because of the interest he has aroused and hopeful that we can maintain that interest. From this point on, the fate of Blue Beetle is in your hands! Your letters will help determine the future of Blue Beetle!

A Final Note

As many of you may know, Gary Friedrich has moved over to Marvel to write for Stan Lee! Our loss is their gain! He leaves with our regrets at having lost a good writer but takes with him our most sincere wishes for a very successful career.
QUESTION

VIC SAGE, HARD-HITTING TV NEWSCASTER FOR WORLDWIDE BROADCASTING CO...

ALIAS, THE QUESTION!

SECRETARY, VIC'S LOYAL AND HARD-WORKING NEWS STAFF...

FRED PINE

AL KERT

BOB HASSEL

NORA LACE

SAM STARR

HIS SON, SYD

AND HIS DAUGHTER, CELIA...

PRESIDENT AND FOUNDER OF W.W.B.


SYD STARR, PUBLIC RELATIONS DIRECTOR OF W.W.B., ADDRESSES A WOMEN'S LEAGUE.
WE CONSIDER THIS TASK OUR SACRED DUTY TO YOU... TO ALL MANKIND! WE DO IT PROUDLY AND FEARLESSLY!

OH, RAE, HE'S SO INSPIRING!

CLEARLY A LEADER AMONG MEN!

AS SYD STARR CONCLUDES HIS TALE, THE POLICE GO INTO ACTION ON THE OTHER SIDE OF TOWN...

MOVE! WE'RE GONNA NAIL THIS GAMBLING RING ONCE AND FOR ALL!

THE COPS WILL HAVE THEIR HANDS FULL WITH OUR CUSTOMER. WE'LL GET AWAY AND SET UP AGAIN.

WE'D BETTER! I DON'T INTEND TO GO LONG WITHOUT MY SHARE OF THIS OPERATION.

WHA... HEY, STOP! AAAH!

SET IN THE CAR, BIGSHOT! I'LL TAKE CARE OF THE COP.

YOU DIDN'T HAVE TO SHOOT HIM!

THOSE GUYS WERE ESCAPING FROM A POLICE RAID.

IT'S NOT SAFE FOR DECENT PEOPLE TO BE ON THE STREETS THESE DAYS.

WHO'S RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS LAWLESSNESS?

LATER, VIC SAGE TAKES TO THE AIRWAVES IN HIS NIGHTLY TELECAST...

I'M SURE THAT WAS LOU DICER DRIVING!

...THE HUNT FOR LOU DICER CONTINUES...

...AND AS USUAL, YOU, THE EXPEDITED PUBLIC WONDERS HOW A LEECH LIKE DICER AND HIS ILK CAN THRIVE SO READILY AMONG YOU!
HOW MANY OF YOU WILLINGLY SUPPORT DICE's ILLEGAL GAMBLING OPERATION? HOW MANY OF YOU FREQUENT HIS GAMBLING TABLES... OR PLAY A NUMBER DAILY?

YOU DON'T NEED THEIR KIND... THEY NEED YOU! ONLY YOU CAN KEEP THEM IN BUSINESS! THEY CAN'T EXIST WITHOUT YOUR PLAY!

PART OF THE RESPONSIBILITY LIES WITH YOU! YOU ARE WILLING PARTNERS IN DICE's CRIMES!

SOMEDAY, SOMEBODY'S GONNA PUT DICE DOWN!

WE CAN'T TALK TO US LIKE THAT!

AW, DON'T LISTEN TO THAT CREEP!

SAGE HAS GOT TO GO, DAD! HE'S BAD FOR OUR IMAGE!

WHY DOES HE INSIST ON PUTTING US ON THE SPOT!

CAN WE CAN'T BACK UP A STAND LIKE THAT! WE HAVE TO REMAIN NEUTRAL... JUST REPORT THE FACTS... RIGHT LARK?

YES, A BLEEDING HEART LIKE SAGE WILL ONLY ANTAGONIZE THE PUBLIC AND SCARE OFF SPONSORS. WE'VE GOT TO BE PRACTICAL.

GET RID OF HIM, DAD!

VIC SAGE STAYS! HE'S NOT AFRAID TO STICK HIS NECK OUT! WHICH IS MORE THAN I CAN SAY FOR YOU, GENTLEMEN!

GOOD NIGHT! AND IF LOU DICE Is WATCHING... I'LL BE SEEING YOU... IN PRISON!

THAT MOUTH-FLAPPIN' JOKER IS REALLY ASKING FOR IT! I DON'T KNOW WHO'S WORSE, SAGE OR THE POLICE! I GOTTA BLOW TOWN UNTIL THINGS COOL OFF!

YOU GUYS KEEP FOLLOWING UP THE LEADS ON DICE's OPER-ATION, BUT LET NORA KNOW WHAT YOU'RE UP TO!

I'VE GOT A HOT LEAD TO RUN DOWN MYSELF, VIC. I'LL KEEP IN TOUCH, THOUGH.

TEN MINUTES LATER IN A WESTSIDE ALLEY...

DICE IS BEN ARE HOLED UP INSIDE. IT WON'T TAKE THEM LONG TO POST BAIL...

THEY MUST KNOW WHERE DICE IS! MAYBE THEY WON'T TALK TO VIC SAGE, BUT...
I know someone they'll have to talk to. Someone who won't give them a choice!

It took a genius like Professor Roder to design a mask like this! A mask that you can see, breathe and speak through...

...and yet still look solid!

Now to release the gas! It will cement the mask to my face and react on the chemicals. Previously sprayed on my hair and clothing...

Giving me an instant new look and identity. Now let's see if the question can get some answers!

A minute later. Inside...

We gotta stay cooped up and sit tight till this blows over. It always does!

Hey Nick... what's that?

I dunno... looks like a plain white card... hey!

It's smoking!

Look... a question mark! It's the question's card!

He's here??
1000 TRICKS
BE A MAGICIAN!
EASIER THEN YOU THINK!

RUSH 25¢
for
PROFESSIONAL MAGIC CATALOG
164 pages thick, 500 Illus. 1900 Mysteries, Allost, Joker, Turnovers, Sleeves, Tables.

VICK LAWSTON
DEPT. C.C-7
4018 N.E. Fifth Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, Fl.

CHERRY MEAD
RADIANT WHITE

Please rush me my FREE "Auto World Catalog" of model cars and model racing equipment. I enclose 25¢ in coin to cover postage and handling.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City _____________________________ State ____________ Zip ______

The "Auto World Catalog" of model cars and model racing is yours for the asking! Contains thousands of model cars, parts, tools, paints and accessories...plus contest tips, clubs and model racing info. Send 25¢ in coin to cover postage and handling:

CLAIR CURTIS, Dept. 8C-167
Charlton Building, Derby, Conn.

DINGY TEETH made RADIANT WHITE

Like a movie-star smile in 3 minutes with wonderful new cosmetic enamel!

Are you smile shy, because of discolored, dull and unsightly teeth? Then try WITEN—a marvelous new "Dental Cosmetics" for an attractive new glamorous look. Just brush on and in a very few minutes you transform discolored, yellow and dingy teeth into a sparkling white finish that appears as practicable and natural. WITEN is used by thousands of smart women, and thousands flock to cover up stains, blemishes and even gold fillings. Dental cosmetics is completely safe and harmless for natural as well as false teeth. 4 month supply. L.A.B. TESTED.

Send NO MONEY! Free 10 Day Trial!

The mail order field of plastic, dental cosmetics, art, model cars, etc. The secret is out—your friends will be talking about WITEN immediately.

FREE 10 DAY TRIAL!
GET HIM! BUT NO GUNS... WE DON'T WANT THE COPS BUSTIN' IN HERE!

WHERE'S DICER? THE QUESTION WANTS THE ANSWERS!

YOU PUNKS CAN MAKE IT AS HARD ON YOURSELVES AS YOU WANT!

GRAB HIM, BOY!

AN U N YONE CAN SPEAK UP WHEN THEY'RE READY!

BINGO! YOU TAGGED HIM!

NOW, YOU BUST... Clobber HIM!

I SAVED YOU FOR LAST! NOW TALK!

YOU'LL NEVER GET ME TO TELL YOU ANYTHING... NEVER!
THEN YOU'LL NEVER TALK TO ANYONE AGAIN!

WHAT'S THAT COMIN' FROM YOUR HANDS? NO... NO! I'LL TALK!

A HALF HOUR LATER...

I LEFT DICE'S BOYS TIED AND GAGGED SO THEY COULDN'T HAVE TIPPED HIM TO EXPECT ME BUT HE'S PROBABLY READY FOR ANYTHING!

HE'S ALONE AND SO EDDY HE LOOKS ABOUT READY TO CLIMB THE WALL! OH- OH, PHONE! WHO'D CALL HIM NOW?

IT'S ABOUT TIME!

YEAH, IT IS HE... WHAT? LISTEN, PARTNER, I'VE GOT THE TOOK SO YOU BEG THE POND TO THE OLD STONE BRIDGE IN EXACTLY ONE HOUR, BUT IT? REMEMBER, IF I GET HANGLED, YOU AND YOUR RESPECTABLE REPUTATION GO DOWN WITH ME! UNDERSTAND, PARTNER? BE THERE!

LOOKS LIKE SOMEONE ELSE IS TIED IN WITH DICE! IF I PLAY THIS RIGHT, I CAN NAIL BOTH OF THEM!

FIVE MINUTES LATER, AT POLICE HEADQUARTERS...

THIS IS THE QUESTION, CAPT. LASH. DON'T TALK, JUST LISTEN... WE DON'T HAVE MUCH TIME!

THE APPOINTED HOUR... AT THE OLD STONE BRIDGE...

AREN'T YOU GOING TO COUNT IT?

NOW, I TRUST YOU, PARTNER! BUT, IT BETTER ALL BE HERE

IT'S ALL THERE, DICE, BUT YOU'LL NEVER GET TO USE IT! I'M AFRAID THIS IS THE ONLY WAY... I CAN'T RISK HAVING YOU AROUND LOOSE... TOO DANGEROUS!

YOU DIRTY DOUBLE-CROSSER!

HOLD IT RIGHT THERE, BUDDY. WE'RE POLICE OFFICERS AND YOU'RE UNDER ARREST!

HA, HA, HA! SHOOT, PARTNER!
JIM LARK OF W.W.B. SO YOU SHOT THAT COP?
NO, NO! IT WAS DAPER!
SHUT UP, YOU FOOL!

WHILE DOWN THE STREET...
WE HAVE THE WHOLE THING ON TAPE, VIC!
GOOD WORK, FRED! OKAY, AL, LET'S HUSTLE BACK! WE'LL JUST MAKE TONIGHT'S NEWSCAST!

LATER...
WE CAN'T LET SAGE SHOW THAT TAPE OF LARK BEING ARRESTED. HE WAS ONE OF US... HOW WILL IT LOOK FOR US?

...IT'LL MAKE US ALL LOOK BAD!
I WILL NOT SUPPRESS THE TRUTH! IT'S VIC'S SHOW... AND HIS DECISION!
IF THIS MESS DIDN'T INVOLVE SOMEONE YOU KNOW, THERE'D BE NO PROTEST! I'M RUNNING THE TAPE.

WE'LL HAVE HIS JOB YET!
NORA, EVERYONE'S AGAINST HIM! WHY IS HE DOING IT?
ASK YOUR SPEECH WRITER TO EXPLAIN IT, SYD. I STAND WITH VIC! NOW, I'VE GOT WORK TO DO!

TODAY YOU WILL WITNESS THE CLIMAX OF A POLICE MOUNT WHICH SPILLED THE END OF ONE GAMBLING RING...

...WILL ANOTHER RISE IN ITS PLACE? ONLY YOU CAN ANSWER THAT QUESTION! NOW... THE TAPE!

HMM, DIDN'T FINISH THE CROSSWORD!

HEY, MAC, PLACE A BET FOR ME!

NEXT ISSUE: SOARING OUT OF THE NIGHT... THE BANSHEE!
48" TALKING MONSTER from Outer Space

Full of shivers of delight! Imagine the amazement and shock of your friends when they hear him talk. This is a lovable monster for you to command. To make him talk, just use the special design instrument. He bounces on his big feet... wobbling, teetering, bending in every direction.

COLORFUL, ONE-PIECE QUALITY LAPTOP ORDER SEVERAL SETS NOW! GUARANTEED TO DELIGHT OR YOUR MONEY BACK.

MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED

REGENCY MAIL ORDER, Dept. F-M6
Box 826, Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Please send me "TALKING" MONSTERS at $1.00 each, plus 25c postage and handling.

Name
Address
City
State

RECORD RIOT! 36 HIT SONGS

- A COMPLETE RECORD LIBRARY ... AMAZINGLY PRICED
- INCLUDES THE TOP ROCK, RHYTHM, POP, FOLK HITS
- MUSIC GALORE FOR ALL THE CURRENT DANCES
- HOURS OF LISTENING AND DANCING FUN
- MAKES A PERFECT PARTY-PAK

SEND NOW! For this greatest record bargain of all time! If not thoroughly delighted, just return within 10 days for a full refund of hit records, Charlton Building, Derby, Conn.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
HIT RECORDS, Dept. BC-167
Charlton Bldg., Derby, Conn.

Compare... Enlarged $2.98 record sheet money order. Send in postage and handling. Application for 36 SMASH HITS. Price, Postage.

Name
Address
City
State

YOU GET ALL OF THESE GREAT HITS:
1. Rain On The Roof
2. Winchester Cathedral
3. Good Vibrations
4. You Don't Have To Paint
5. My A Picture
6. I'm Your Puppet
7. I'm A Puppet
8. Summer In The City
9. I Couldn't Live Without Your Love
10. Rain On The Roof
11. Mean And Tender Love
12. When The Wind Blows
13. See You In September
14. Piano In Black
15. I'm A Rock
16. Red Rubber Band
17. Gingerbread Man
18. Opus 17
19. Girl In Love
20. Sure Gonna Miss Her
21. Tiffany Dream
22. Buffalo Stomp
23. Rain On The Roof
24. Stand By Me
25. Can You Pretend I'm On Your Mind
26. Good Vibrations
27. Search Of Silence
28. Two Tickets To Paradise
29. A Well Respected Man
30. Have Your Cake
31. I'm Your Puppet
32. I Got The Feeling
33. I Got The Feeling
34. And Many More...

FOR ALL SINGERS AND DANCERS

WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL

GOOD VIBRATIONS

RAIN ON THE ROOF

YOU DON'T HAVE TO PAINT ME A PICTURE

IT'S MY PUPPET

AND MANY MORE...
NOW YOU CAN BUY FORDS, CHEVROLETS, DODGES BELOW WHOLESALE!!

NO GIMMICKS, NO HIDDEN CHARGES . . . THIS IS A STRAIGHT, HONEST OFFER! PROMPT DELIVERY GUARANTEED. RIGHT TO YOUR FRONT DOOR ANYWHERE IN THE UNITED STATES!!

1966 Ford $685
1966 Dodge $685
1963 Plymouth $485
1965 Ford $585
1965 Chevrolet $685
1965 Dodge $585

ONLY $50 DOWN AND THE BALANCE ON EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS!
Prices are so low, you can easily get local financing WITH NO FURTHER DOWN PAYMENT! Another big special for club members only.

HOW DO YOU GET IN ON THIS FABULOUS DEAL?
All you have to do is join the WHOLESALE-DISCOUNT BUYERS CLUB. As a member we'll show you how you can get the car of your choice immediately at the lowest ever price as shown above.

WHAT ELSE DOES THE CLUB DO?
As a club member, you receive regular mailings with pictures and descriptions of dozens and dozens of name brand items that you can buy direct by mail at fantastic low, low wholesale-discount prices. Name brands such as DUNCAN, HINES, DOMREYER, COLEMAN, GRIEN, PRESTO, INTERNATIONAL SILVER, NUTONE, POLAROID, REMINGTON RAND, SCHICK, SMITH CORONA, SUNBEAM, WATERMAN, WEBCOR, WEAREVER, WESTINGHOUSE AND MANY, MANY MORE...APPLIANCES, TV SETS, TYPEWRITERS, WATCHES, JEWELRY, RADIOS, STEREO SETS, COOKWARE, FISHING SETS, SILVERWARE, HUNTING EQUIPMENT, BOOKS, GLASSWARE, LINENS, DRAPERIES, FABRICS, FURNITURE, TOYS, FUR STOLES, HOSIERY, CLOTHING, SHOES, AND MUCH, MUCH MORE . . . Why pay regular retail prices? Join the WHOLESALE-DISCOUNT BUYERS CLUB today and start saving big money.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST TO JOIN THE CLUB?
You pay only three dollars for a full year's membership! There are no other charges, nothing else to pay. And you are under no obligation of any kind when you join the club. You don't have to buy anything at all if you don't want to.

WHOLESALE-DISCOUNT BUYERS CLUB
DEPT. 184-4
333 OLD TARRYTOWN ROAD
WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK 10603

I enclose three dollars as payment in full for a year's membership in the WHOLESALE-DISCOUNT BUYERS CLUB. Please send complete information on the automobiles as described above, immediately by return mail. Also put me on the list to receive the descriptions and photos of name brand merchandise that I can purchase at wholesale and discount prices by mail. I understand that I am not obligated to buy anything and that I will receive a full refund of my $3.00 membership fee at anytime, with no questions asked.

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
STATE:
ZIP CODE:

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
We're so certain that you'll be absolutely thrilled as a member of the club, that we'll refund your $3.00 membership fee anytime during the year you belong if you are dissatisfied for any reason whatsoever, with no questions asked. You have nothing to lose and everything to gain!
100 pc. TOY SOLDIER SET
MADE OF DURABLE PLASTIC, EACH WITH ITS OWN BASE.

PACKED IN THIS FOOTLOCKER TOY STORAGE BOX

EACH FOOTLOCKER CONTAINS:

4 Tanks 8 Machinegunners 4 Bombers
4 Jeeps 8 Sharpshooters 4 Trucks
4 Battleships 4 Infantrymen 8 Jet Planes
4 Cruisers 8 Officers 8 Cannon
4 Sailors 8 Waves 4 Bazookamen
4 Riflemen 8 Wacs 4 Marksmen

DIMENSIONS: 6 1/2" x 3" x 2 3/8"

LUCKY PRODUCTS INC., DEPT. CHT BOX 888
WESTBURY, L.I., N.Y.
HERE'S MY $1.25!
Rush the TOY SOLDIERS TO ME!

Name: 
Address: 
City: State: 

Canadian and foreign orders: Send $1.50 international money order.